
.ART IMPLEMENTATION OF «LONG TAIL»
BIGDATA PRICING MODEL



Typical registry pricing model

• Registry identify a number of words as "premium" domain names and 
either sell them at a higher price or reserve them for later sale (thousands 
or even tens of thousands in number ).

• All the names not at the premium list are priced at the same "base rate".



«Long tail» pricing model — Historical Note

The long tail is not a new 
concept to domain valuation. 

It was first developed in 2005-06 

by Paul Stahura and others as 
a way to calculate revenue 

opportunities for registries, 

domain investors and ICANN. 



.ART BigData Approach

ART has taken a different, innovative 
approach, employing big-data analysis and 
a sophisticated algorithm to determine 
pricing. Among other sources, the pricing 
model takes into account:

• RUKCI global research of names related to art,  
art subjects, paintings, and artist names

• static sources such as dictionaries, encyclopedias 
and art reference volumes

• dynamic resources such as Google Adwords, 
Wikipedia, Social Media and other keyword sources

• a comprehensive history of domain sales 
and offerings 



Step 1: Identify Data Sources

250 Data Sources



Step 2: Collecting The Data



Step 3: Normalize Data



Step 4: BigData Analysis



Step 5 — Pricing

Sold and ForSail Domain Values by TLD 



As a result we identified the 100,000 or so names that will be 
valued substantially above the base price. 

In addition, we also valued many, many more names at values 
above the base price but within the same order of magnitude. In the 
end, the .ART inventory name list will number about 3.5 million.

What is significant is that all but 150,000 of those names are prices 
under $500 and most are significantly lower than that.

Step 5 — Pricing



Result: Big Data approach Unlocks «Long Tail Value» 



Inventory names in sales

Current Sales Results .ART

10%

Of Revenue70%

Average Inventory price< $1000
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